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This study aimed to synthesize novel compounds as more effective carbonic anhydrase II inhibitors. For this purpose, 2-(3-methoxy-
4-(prop-2-yn-1-yloxy)phenyl)-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazole (3) was reacted with 3-methoxy-4-(prop-2-yn-1-yloxy)benzaldehyde 
through the glyoxal reaction to produce a series of imidazole-based 1,2,3-triazoles 5a-f. The synthesized compounds were structurally 
confirmed using IR, 1H, and 13C NMR techniques. To evaluate their potential as inhibitors of carbonic anhydrase II enzyme, the 
synthesized compounds were tested via in vitro enzyme inhibition assay. Among the derivatives, compounds 5f and 5a exhibited the 
most promising inhibitory potential, with IC50 values of 0.025 ± 0.001 and 0.032 ± 0.003 µM, respectively. Both 5a and 5f derivatives 
have comparable inhibitory potential but 5f was found to be more potent than 5a. Molecular docking analysis revealed that compounds 
5a and 5f displayed excellent binding scores of −8.0 and −8.4 kcal mol-1, respectively. The results were further validated by MD 
simulations. The RMSD analysis revealed the average values of 3.20 Å for the ligand-protein complex, 1.38 Å for the apoprotein, 
and 7.15 Å for the ligand molecule. Based on the chemical stability and biological importance, the compound 5f was identified as 
potential lead candidates for the development of more effective carbonic anhydrase II inhibitors.

Keywords: synthesis; imidazole-based 1,2,3-triazoles; carbonic anhydrase II; molecular docking; DFT.

INTRODUCTION 

Carbonic anhydrase II (CA II) is a zinc-containing enzyme 
that catalyzes various biochemical reactions.1 It is one of the most 
extensively studied and widely distributed isozymes of carbonic 
anhydrase, found in various tissues and organs such as red blood cells, 
lungs, kidneys, and salivary glands. CA II is essential for maintaining 
acid-base balance and pH homeostasis in the body.2 It is concerned 
with various physiological processes, including kidney function, 
respiration, and bone remodeling. In the lungs, CA II catalyzes the 
hydration of carbon dioxide to bicarbonate, which helps to regulate 
the pH of the blood. In the kidneys, CA II plays a critical role in 
the reabsorption of bicarbonate ions, which helps to regulate the 
pH of the urine.3,4 Mutations in the CA II gene are associated with 
various diseases such as osteoporosis, renal tubular acidosis, and 
cerebral calcification.5 In addition, CA II is also concerned with the 
progression of certain cancers, including breast, ovarian, and prostate 

cancer. Due to its critical role in several pathological and physiological 
processes, CA II is a target for various drugs and inhibitors as shown in 
Figure 1.6-8 These inhibitors have been used to treat disorders such as 
glaucoma, epilepsy, and osteoporosis. CA II inhibition has also been 
investigated as a potential treatment strategy for certain cancers.9,10

Among different types of heterocyclic compounds, the 1H-1,2,3-
triazole and imidazole groups are important in medicinal chemistry, 
agrochemicals, and pharmaceuticals.11,12 Over the past few decades, 
there has been a significant increase in the number of compounds 
containing these groups. Imidazole compounds have demonstrated 
considerable potential in several scientific disciplines, including 
biology and pharmacology.13 Many imidazole derivatives have been 
found to exhibit important biological properties, including anti-
inflammatory, analgesic, antitubercular, anticancer, and antifungal 
effects.14,15 Imidazole derivatives have also been found to be potent 
inhibitors of CA II. The imidazole scaffold has shown a leading 
potential in the discovery of effective CA II inhibitors due to its 
capacity to act as both a hydrogen bond donor and acceptor. Among 
the already reported CA II inhibitors, the 1,2,4-triazole-imidazole 
hybrid is one of the most effective CA II inhibitors, with an IC50 
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value of 5.5 nM.16 Some imidazole-1-sulfonyl hydrazones and their 
derivatives have demonstrated low nanomolar potency in inhibiting 
CA II activity (Figure 1). Briefly, both the 1H-1,2,3-triazole and 
imidazole groups are important due to their numerous uses in the fields 
of biomedical, biochemical, material sciences, and pharmaceuticals.17

The synthesis of hybrids may be of particular interest to synthetic 
chemists due to their biological, medicinal, and industrial uses. As 
a result, the current study has focused on the synthesis of 1H-1,2,3-
triazole-imidazole-based moieties by the well-established method 
of copper-catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC).18,19 
Furthermore, the current investigation sheds light on the inhibitory 
capability of these derivatives against CA II as well as the chemical 
reactivity of novel imidazole and 1,2,3-triazole heterocyclic 
compounds. These findings could pave the way for the creation of 
novel CA II inhibitors.

EXPERIMENTAL 

Chemistry

Thin layer chromatography (TLC) was employed to separate 
and visualize the distinct chemicals in a mixture by utilizing 
Merck Silica gel plates that were pre-coated with aluminium. 
The Rf-values of the final products were determined through this 
process. The melting point of the compounds was measured in open 
capillaries using a Gallenkamp melting point instrument (MP-D). 
Attenuated total reflection (ATR) based Shimadzu FTIR equipment  
(4000-400  cm-1) were used to collect infrared spectra.20 1H-NMR 
spectra in CDCl3 solutions were acquired using a Bruker NMR 
300 MHz spectrometer with TMS as an internal reference. NMR 
spectroscopy is a technique that uses magnetic characteristics of 
atomic nuclei to identify and analyze the structure and dynamics 
of molecules.21 The chemical shift (d) was given in ppm and the J 
values in Hz. Chemical shift describes the magnetic surroundings of 
a nucleus in a molecule, whereas J values describe the connection 
between two nearby nuclei. Lastly, 13C-NMR spectra in deuterated 
solutions were obtained using a (75 MHz) NMR spectrometer. 
Carbon-13 NMR spectroscopy is a technique that uses the magnetic 
characteristics of carbon-13 nuclei to identify and describe carbon 
atoms in a molecule.22 High-resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) is 
an analytical technique that is used to determine the exact molecular 
masses of compounds present in a sample and here analysis was 
done by using time of flight (TOF) mass analyzer.23 FTIR, 1H-NMR 
and 13C-NMR spectra of characterized compounds are given in 
Figures 1S-12S (Supplementary Material).

General experimental procedure for the synthesis of 
1,4-disubstituted 1,2,3-triazoles 5a-f 

By employing synthetic methods that ensured a brief reaction 
time, mild conditions, and high yields, a diverse range of novel 
1,4-disubstituted 1,2,3-triazoles 5a-f were successfully synthesized 
according to the previously reported method.18

To synthesize the target compounds 5a-f, shown in Scheme 1, 
the first step was to mix glacial acetic acid solvent with glyoxal 
(0.47 mmol), 3-methoxy-4-(prop-2-yn-1-yloxy) benzaldehyde 
(0.71  mmol), and ammonium ion (3.76 mmol). After that, the 
reaction mixture was subjected to reflux for a total of 3 h. After the 
completion of the reaction, the mixture was poured into 300 mL of 
cold water, and dropwise additions of ammonium hydroxide were 
made to raise the pH level to 7.0. The resulting precipitates, which 
were pale yellow, were collected and then washed in ice water to 
get pure 2-(3-methoxy-4-(prop-2-yn-1-yloxy)phenyl)-4,5-diphenyl-
1H-imidazole (3). 

In the second step, 2-(3-methoxy-4-(prop-2-yn-1-yloxy)phenyl)-
4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazole (3) (1.0 g, 5.3 mmol), 20 mL of DMF and 
appropriate amount of 1-(3 azidopropoxy)aryl (4a-4f) (10.6 mmol, 
2 equiv) were added to a 100 mL round-bottomed flask. Once a clear 
solution was obtained, 5 mol% of copper(II) sulfate pentahydrate 
(0.05 equiv) and 20 mol% of sodium ascorbate (0.2 equiv) were 
added under constant stirring at 100 °C for 18-24 h. The TLC with the 
solvent system EtOAc:n-hexane, was used to analyze the progress of 
the reaction as it proceeded on. After the completion of the reaction, 
the green color of the mixture changed to brown. After that, the 
reaction mixture was mixed in cold water, resulting in the formation 
of precipitates that were subsequently filtered and dried. To purify 
the products 5a-f, silica gel column chromatography was employed 
using a 3:7 ratio of ethyl acetate to n-hexane as the eluent. Moreover, 
the individual synthesis and characterization data for each compound 
is given in the supplementary material. 

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations 

This study aimed to analyze the distribution of electrons around 
molecular geometry and the reactivity profile of compounds using 
density functional theory (DFT) calculations. Here, calculations of 
newly synthesized derivatives were carried out using the Guassian09 
program24 using Becke-3-parameter-Lee-Yang-Parr (B3LYP) in 
the 3-21G basis set.25 Various global parameters were calculated as 
discussed in our previously published article.26-28

Figure 1. Imidazole derivatives have reported biological activity against various targets6-8
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Carbonic anhydrase II assay

To determine the inhibition potential of the newly synthesized 
compounds 5a-f, an analysis was conducted to assess their ability to 
inhibit carbonic anhydrase II. The study was carried out by using the 
previously reported method,29,30 in which the assay was performed 
in 96 well plates. Initially, the 20.0 µL of compounds (1 mM) and 
20.0 µL of CA II (50U) were mixed in 120.0 µL (50.0 mM) tris-
sulfate buffer (pH 7.6). After 10 min of incubation, the substrate 
(p-nitrophenyl acetate) was added at the final concentration of 0.6 mM 
(40 µL) and the reaction mixture was again incubated for 20 min at 
25 °C. The optical density was observed at 348 nm using a microplate 
reader (SpectraMax ABS, USA 96-well microplate reader). The 
percentage inhibition values and IC50 values were calculated using 
GraphPad Prism 5.0, as discussed earlier.29 

Molecular docking

Molecular docking analysis on recently synthesized imidazole-
based 1,2,3-triazoles was carried out to better understand the binding 
relationship between CA II and 1,2,3-triazoles derivatives along with 
acetazolamide as reference. The study was carried out using the 3D 
crystal structure of bovine carbonic anhydrase II, retrieved from 
Protein Data Bank (www.rcsb.com, PDB ID: 1V9E) with a resolution 
of 1.95 Å.31,32 Before docking analysis, the targeted protein structure 
was prepared by using MGL tools. Heteroatoms and water molecules 
were removed, polar hydrogen and Kollman charges were added 

and structure was rendered for missing amino acid residues.33 The 
energy-minimized 3D structures of all synthesized derivatives, 5a-f, 
were drawn by using ChemDraw 3D.34 All the compounds 5a-f and 
reference compound acetazolamide were docked within an active 
pocket of CA II, using AutoDock’s default genetic algorithm as 
the scoring function.35 The dimensions of the grid box were set as 
(x: –18.045416, y: 30.891538; z: 19.161696). About 100 different 
configurations of docking complexes were generated for compounds 
5a-f and acetazolamide. Finally, the most stable configuration was 
selected for further analysis and development of 2D and 3D models.

Molecular dynamic simulation

Molecular dynamic (MD) simulations were used to observe the 
dynamic behavior and motion of atoms in a molecule over time.36,37 
In the current research, the visual molecular dynamics (VMD) 
interface was used to visualize the simulation trajectories and to 
predict the mechanical nature of the ligand, apoprotein, and ligand-
protein complex. Initially, the ligand 5f complex with CA II protein 
possessing the best binding energy was selected for MD simulations. 
A virtual environment was created by using the CHARMM36 (https://
www.charmm-gui.org) force field to prepare topology files for MD 
simulations.38 The system was solvated with a water box (TIP3P) 
under periodic boundary conditions and the pH of the system was 
maintained by the addition of Na and Cl ions (0.15 M). Finally, the 
system was equilibrated in NVT and NPT ensembles with Berendson 
thermostat and barostat at 300  k. The MD simulations were run 

Scheme 1. The synthesis scheme of 1,4-disubstituted 1,2,3-triazoles (5a-f)

https://www.charmm-gui.org
https://www.charmm-gui.org
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for 100 ns and output files were analyzed for structural stability of 
molecules under given conditions.39,40

ADMET analysis

The physicochemical and pharmacokinetic attributes of the 
synthesized derivatives were ascertained through ADMET predictor 
(Medchem designer 12.0). This computational tool facilitated a 
comprehensive assessment of several pharmacokinetic parameters, 
notably logP and logD, hydrogen bonding descriptors, polar surface 
area (PSA) and human intestinal absorption.41

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Chemistry

The synthesis of 1,4-disubstituted 1,2,3-triazoles 5a-f was 
carried out by using 3-methoxy-4-(prop-2-yn-1-yloxy) benzaldehyde 
(0.71 mmol), glacial acetic acid solvent with glyoxal (0.47 mmol), 
and ammonium ion (3.76 mmol). The reaction mixture was then 
refluxed for 3 h. Once the reaction was completed, the mixture was 
poured into 300 mL of cold water and ammonium hydroxide was 
added dropwise to adjust the pH to 7. The resulting light-yellow 
precipitate was collected and washed with cold water. The crude 
product was obtained (3). In the second step methoxy-4-(prop-2-yn-
1-yloxy)phenyl)-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazole (3) (1.0 g, 5.3 mmol), in 
20 mL of DMF, and an appropriate amount of 1-(3 azidopropoxy)aryl  
4a-f (10.6 mmol, 2 equiv) were added to a 100 mL round-bottomed 
flask. Once a clear solution was obtained, 5 mol% of copper(II) 

sulfate pentahydrate (0.05 equiv) and 20 mol% of sodium ascorbate 
(0.2 equiv) were added under constant stirring. The reaction mixture 
was heated at 100 °C for 18-24 h and monitored by TLC using 
EtOAc:n-Hexane as the solvent system. The completion of the 
reaction was indicated by a color change from green to brown. The 
reaction mixture was then subjected to workup with cold water, and 
the resulting precipitates were filtered and dried. The products (5a-f) 
were further purified by silica gel column chromatography using  
ethyl acetate:n-hexane (3:7) as the eluent. The detailed characterization 
of 1,4-disubstituted 1,2,3-triazoles 5a-f is given in the supplementary 
material. 

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations 

To find the electronic transitions and reaction conditions of the 
newly synthesized compounds, studies based on the DFT calculations 
were carried out. The optimization energy, polarizability, dipole 
moment, and all candidate compounds are given in Table 1 and 
Figure 2. 

For all the optimized imidazole based 1,2,3-triazoles derivatives, 
the frontier molecular orbitals: such as the HOMO-LUMO orbitals 
and various global reactivity descriptors were calculated as shown 
in Table 1 and Figure 3. The energy needed to achieve a compound’s 
most stable conformation is referred to as its optimization energy. 
According to the DFT findings, 5a was found to have the lowest 
optimization energy and the most stable among all the synthesized 
compounds. The maximum optimization energy value in the series, 
however, is found in 5b. In addition, 5b exhibits a high degree of 
polarizability and a small dipole moment, as given in Table 1.

Figure 2. The optimized structures of 5a-f using B3LYP/6-31 G basis set
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After careful analysis of the DFT calculations, it was found 
that compounds 5a and 5d have the most favourable energy gaps, 
indicating that they are the least reactive with Egap values of 
0.173 and 0.153, respectively. Conversely, compound 5c has the 
smallest energy gap with an Egap of 0.123, making it the most 
reactive. The HOMO energy values of 5a and 5e are the highest 
among all the compounds, with values of −0.206 and −0.193, 

respectively, while 5c has the lowest LUMO energy of −0.0673. 
The compound possessing the maximum HOMO energy is regarded 
as the most effective electron donor, while the compound with 
the minimum LUMO energy is regarded as the most effective 
electron acceptor. Notably, the most potent compound, 5a, has 
an energy gap of 0.172 and exhibits high stability. Among all the 
frontier molecular orbitals (FMO), the HOMO-LUMO orbitals are 
deemed the most significant in this quantum chemistry study. The 
accompanying Table 1 presents the values for all the parameters of  
the compounds.

The energy gap (LUMO-HOMO) of a molecule’s HOMO and 
LUMO orbitals, known as the HOMO-LUMO band gap, can provide 
insight into its chemical reactivity. A larger HOMO-LUMO energy 
band gap suggests greater kinetic stability, less polarization, and 
a chemically hard compound with lower reactivity. Conversely, a 
smaller HOMO-LUMO energy band gap suggests a soft molecule 
with less stability, greater polarization, and higher reactivity. Figure 3 
illustrates the HOMO-LUMO orbital energy values and other 
reactivity characteristics, such as chemical hardness and softness, for 
all compounds studied. The DFT data for each compound is relevant 
to their function. Compounds 5b and 5c, with low energy gap values, 
are expected to exhibit relatively high activity. The diagram displays 
the HOMO and LUMO orbitals, with derivatives possessing more 
stable LUMO orbitals anticipated to have greater biological activity. 
All derivatives possess a small chemical hardness, which shows that 
all are compounds with the same potential chemically. Table 2 is 
tabulated with local and global reactivity parameters of synthesized 
derivatives.

Carbonic anhydrase II inhibition assay

The inhibition potential of six novel compounds 5a-f against 
CA II was evaluated using a modern version of an earlier described 
method.18 As a reference, acetazolamide was used, and tris-sulfate 
buffer was used as a negative control. The IC50 values were determined 
by nonlinear regression using GraphPad Prism 5.0. The results showed 
that all six compounds exhibited potent inhibitory activity against 
CA II. Table 3 represents the inhibitory potential of newly synthesized 
imidazole-based 1,2,3-triazoles against CA.

Table 1. Calculations of optimization energies and FMOs of newly synthesized imidazole-based 1,2,3-triazoles

Codes Optimization energy Dipole moment Polarizability (α) HOMO (eV) LUMO (eV) HOMO-LUMO (eV)

5a −1967.95 3.74 442.63 −0.21 −0.03 0.17

5b −4583.60 7.33 872.27 −0.18 −0.05 0.14

5c −2040.93 6.81 465.33 −0.19 −0.07 0.12

5d −4384.13 5.04 444.28 −0.19 −0.04 0.15

5e −2614.61 6.90 645.20 −0.19 −0.04 0.15

5f −3547.74 9.64 856.42 −0.19 −0.04 0.15

HOMO: highest occupied molecular orbital. LUMO: lowest unoccupied molecular orbital.

Figure 3. HOMO-LUMO orbitals of newly synthesized imidazole-based 
1,2,3-triazoles (5a-f)

Table 2. The reactivity profile of newly synthesized imidazole-based 1,2,3-triazoles (5a-f)

Codes
Chemical potential µ 

(eV)
Electronegativity X 

(eV)
Hardness h 

(eV)
Softness S 

(eV-1)
Electrophilicity 
index ω (eV)

5a −0.12 0.12 0.09 5.80 0.08

5b −0.12 0.12 0.07 7.37 0.10

5c −0.13 0.13 0.06 8.15 0.14

5d −0.12 0.12 0.08 6.57 0.09

5e −0.12 0.12 0.08 6.58 0.09

5f −0.12 0.12 0.07 6.73 0.09
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Structure-activity relationship

Structure-activity relationship (SAR) is a major tool used in drug 
discovery and development to understand how chemical modifications 
of a compound affect its biological activity. In the present study, 
six imidazole-based 1,2,3-triazoles; 5a-f were synthesized and 
estimated for their inhibitory potential against the CA II enzyme. 
Among the synthesized compounds, 5f exhibited the highest 
inhibitory activity against CA II (IC50 = 0.025 ± 0.001 μM) followed 
by 5a (IC50 = 0.032 ± 0.003 μM), 5e (IC50 = 0.063 ± 0.002 μM),  
5c (IC50 = 0.069 ± 0.006 μM), 5b (IC50 = 0.076 ± 0.002 μM), and 
5d (IC50 = 0.084 ± 0.003 μM). The activity of compound 3 was also 
evaluated and it was observed that this exhibited the less inhibition 
as compared to all derivatives, suggesting the improved in inhibition 
potential of six imidazole-based 1,2,3-triazoles; 5a-f.

A very interesting response was observed in the case of 
compounds 5a, 5c, and 5e, which have a 4-(4,5-diphenyl-1H-
imidazol-2-yl)-2-methoxyphenoxy)methyl substituent showed higher 
activity compared to the other compounds. This suggests that the 
imidazole ring plays an essential role in the inhibition of the CA II 
enzyme. Moreover, it can be observed that compounds 5a, 5c, and 
5e have a similar chemical structure except for the position of the 
methoxy group on the phenyl ring. The presence of the methoxy 
group at the ortho position in 5a might be responsible for the higher 
inhibitory activity compared to the meta position in 5c and para 
position in 5e. This indicates that the position of substituents on the 
phenyl ring can also affect the activity of the compound.

On the other hand, when compared to the other compounds, 
those with a bisphenylmethane or naphthalene backbone, such as 
compounds 5b, 5d, and 5f, displayed a lower level of activity. This 
suggests that the presence of a bulky substituent or a rigid backbone 
might make it more difficult for the compound to interact with the 
enzyme. All of the synthetic compounds exhibited higher inhibitory 
activity against CA II than the already-used effective acetazolamide. 
Because of this, it appears that the compounds based on imidazole 
and triazole moieties together in a single compound have the potential 
to be developed into new CA II inhibitors. In general, the results of 
the SAR analysis showed that the imidazole ring, the position of 
substituents on the phenyl ring, and the presence of a bulky or rigid 
backbone are important factors that affect the inhibition potential of 
the compounds against CA II. This information can be used in the 
future to guide the design and synthesis of CA II inhibitors that have 
a greater inhibitory effect.

Molecular docking studies

Molecular docking is widely used to determine the manner 

and extent of ligand-protein interactions. From the available 
docking programs, the AutoDock Vina is a popular choice due to 
its accuracy and user-friendly interface and is used in the current 
study. Molecular docking was performed to investigate the docking 
interactions of six different compounds 5a to 5f with bovine CA II. 
The investigation showed that compounds 5a and 5f exhibited the 
strongest inhibitory activity against CA II with the binding energy 
of −8.0 and −8.4 kcal mol-1, respectively, surpassing the reference 
compound acetazolamide, a known CA II inhibitor, which exhibits 
−4.4 kcal mol-1 binding energy. These findings were consistent 
with the results of the carbonic anhydrase bioassay. Table  4 
represents the molecular docking score of synthesized derivatives  
against CA II.

The docking results showed that the amino acid residues of an 
active pocket of CA II LEU237 formed pi-sigma while the rest of the 
amino acid residues of the active pocket i.e. PHE229 and HIS A: 2 π-π 
stacked and π-π T shaped respectively with 5a compound as shown 
in Figure 4. 

The 2D and 3D binding interactions of the 5f derivative with 
the active pocket of the target protein were analyzed, revealing 
that specific amino acid residues played key roles in the binding 
interactions of each compound as shown in Figure 5. For 5f, GLN219, 
GLN 156, LYS223, LEU159, ALA151, PRO153, and LYS157 were 
found to be the primary amino acid residues involved in different 
types of interactions. Among these interactions, it was observed 
that no hydrogen bond was formed between the benzene ring of 5f 

Table 3. CA II inhibition values of newly synthesized imidazole-based 
1,2,3-triazoles

Compound name IC50 against CA II

3 2.691 ± 0.211

5a 0.032 ± 0.003

5b 0.076 ± 0.007

5c 0.069 ± 0.006

5d 0.084 ± 0.003

5e 0.063 ± 0.005

5f 0.025 ± 0.001

Acetazolamidea 0.96 ± 0.11a

aAcetazolamide (reference).

Table 4. Docking energy values of acetazolamide and all the triazole deri-
vatives

Compound Docking score (kcal mol-1)

5a −8.0

5b −4.6

5c −6.8

5d −7.5

5e −6.3

5f −8.4

Acetazolamide −4.4

Figure 4. The 2D (a) and 3D (b) binding mode of compound 5a within the 
active pocket of CA II
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and protein residues, while other amino acid residues GLN219 and 
GLN156 contributed to carbon-hydrogen bond interactions. Amino 
acid residues LYS223, LEU159, ALA151, PRO153, and LYS157 
were found to have alkyl and π-alkyl interactions.

In contrast, the docking interactions of acetazolamide as shown in 
Figure 6 involved three strong hydrogen bonds formed by the ASP160, 
SER164, and LYS157, with π-sigma interaction observed with only 
ALA161 amino acid residue within the active pocket of CAII.

Overall, these results indicate that compounds 5a and 5f have 
potent inhibitory potential against CA II and suggest specific amino 
acid residues involved in the binding interactions of these compounds. 
The findings from this study may be useful in the development of 
new CA II inhibitors. Docking results of other compounds are given 
in Figure 13S-16S (supplementary material).

Molecular dynamic simulations

The visual molecular dynamics (VMD) interface was utilized 
to predict and visualize the trajectories of molecular dynamics 
based on numerically integrated mathematical equations. Structural 
properties were analyzed using root mean square deviation (RMSD), 
root mean square fluctuations (RMSF), hydrogen bonds analysis, 
solvent accessible surface area (SASA), and radius of gyration 
calculations. This article boons the outcomes obtained from this 

analysis, describing an insightful view regarding the stability and 
mechanical transitions of molecules.

RMSD analysis revealed the structural stability of the molecules 
under consideration. Ligand-protein complex possessed notable 
conformational stability with an average value of 3.20 Å as shown 
in Figure 7a. The apoprotein molecule exhibited the highest stability 
under the provided conditions, as evidenced by an average RMSD 
value of 1.38 Å while the ligand 5f molecule average RMSD of 
ligand 7.15 Å revealed that, respectively. RMSD values suggested 
that the system remained well-equilibrated throughout the simulation 
time. These differences in the RMSD values can be accredited to the 
presence of additional molecular interactions in the ligand-protein 
complex, exhibiting substantial molecular rearrangements in the 
system. To further evaluate the dynamics of the molecules, root 
mean square fluctuations (RMSF) were calculated. The RMSF values 
provide insights into the flexibility and stability of individual atoms 
or groups within a biomolecular system. Analysis of the RMSF 
profiles revealed distinct peaks and valleys, indicating regions of 
local conformational changes. Lower RMSF values suggest that the 
atoms or groups are relatively stable and exhibit less fluctuation. 
These observations suggest that the molecular rearrangements were 
restrained and stable throughout the simulation time, with little 
fluctuations at the beginning and end. The RMSF average value of 
0.72 Å suggests that amino acid residues are stable and exhibit low 

Figure 5. The predicted 2D (a) and 3D (b) binding mode of compound 5f within the active pocket of CA II

Figure 6. The predicted 2D (a) and 3D (b) binding mode of reference compound acetazolamide within the active pocket of CA II
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Table 5. Results of hydrogen bond interactions during MD simulations

Serial No. Donor Acceptor

1 SER217-Side 5f-side

2 GLN219-side 5f-side

3 GLN156-side 5f-side

4 LYS223-side 5f-side

5 5f-side GLN219-side

6 LYS157-side 5f-side

7 5f-side ALA151-main

Figure 7. (a) Root mean square deviation (RMSD) plot showing the structural stability of ligand 5f, apoprotein (CA II), and the 5f-CAII complex. (b) Root mean 
square fluctuations (RMSF) plot exhibiting the flexibility of apoprotein (CA II) 

Figure 8. The plot of distribution of hydrogen bonds between ligand 5f and 
CA II

Figure 9. (a) Solvent accessible surface area (SASA) plot depicting the solvent accessible surface area of CA II during the molecular dynamics simulation.  
(b) The radius of gyration indicates the compactness of CA II

flexibility which supports the potent ligand protein interactions as 
shown in Figure 7b. 

Electrostatic interactions among the ligand 5f and protein 
(CA  II) can be analyzed by evaluating the amino acid residues 
forming hydrogen bonds with the ligand molecules. From Table 5, 
the analysis highlights that SER217, GLN156, GLN219, LYS223 
and LYS157 amino acid residues of CA II have strong potential to 
develop hydrogen bond network with ligand 5f side atoms leading 
towards more stable protein-ligand complex as shown in Figure 8. 

This distribution provides insights into the dynamic behavior of 
hydrogen bonds, highlighting the varying levels of bond formation 
and breakage throughout the simulation trajectory. Understanding 
the fluctuation in hydrogen bond numbers aids in characterizing the 
stability and interactions within the molecular system.

Furthermore, solvent accessible surface area (SASA) analysis 
revealed that various regions of an apoprotein exhibit different 
exposure to solvent molecules. Peaks in Figure 9a revealed that protein 

regions were more exposed to the solvent as the conformational 
changes progressed while valleys suggest the buried residues were 
tightly packed and had limited solvent exposure, respectively. These 
regions often contribute to the overall stability and folding of the 
biomolecules. Radius of gyration (Rg) based interpretations indicate 
the average distance between the atoms in a biomolecule and its centre 
of mass. In the current analysis, the Rg plot revealed trough regions in 
Figure 9b showing the compactness of the globular conformation of 
the apoprotein molecule possessing well-folded and intact residues of 
apoprotein while crest regions indicating the distorted conformation 
having flexible regions of the molecule. 

ADMET analysis

The synthesized derivatives 5a and 5f underwent evaluation for 
their physicochemical properties using the ADMET predictor. The 
analysis showed that compounds 5a and 5f depict less GI absorption 
with logP value 4.629 and 4.648, respectively, demonstrating the 
compounds have a preference for hydrophobic environment. The 
comprehensive physicochemical and pharmacokinetic profiles of 
these derivatives are described in Table 6.
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Table 6. Physicochemical and pharmacokinetic properties of compounds 5a 
and 5f

Parameters 5a 5f

Diff. coef. 0.496 0.352

M. logP 4.629 4.648

S + logP 7.015 9.364

S + logD 4.761 9.057

Rule of 5 2 3

Rule of 5_Code Mw; LP Mw; LP

Mw 609.732 1095.322

nHA 8 16

T_PSA 82.79 164.92

nHD 1 4

Diff. coef.: Differential coefficient. nHA: Number of hydrogen bond accep-
tor. T_PSA: Topological polar surface area. nHD: Number of hydrogen donor. 
Mw: Molecular weight. LP: Lipophilicity.

CONCLUSIONS

A series of imidazole-based 1,2,3-triazoles derivatives were 
synthesized and analyzed as carbonic anhydrase II inhibitors. 
Among the derivatives, compounds 5f and 5a exhibited the most 
promising inhibitory potential, with IC50 values of 0.025 ± 0.001 
and 0.032 ± 0.003 µM, respectively. Both 5a and 5f derivatives have 
comparable inhibitory potential but 5f was found to be more potent 
than 5a. To investigate the electronic properties and different reactivity 
parameters of all synthesized compounds, the DFT calculations 
were carried out. The binding modes of every compound with CA II 
were also investigated using molecular docking. The docking results 
revealed that all compounds interacted favorably with the active pocket 
of the CA II enzyme. Compounds 5f and 5a exhibited the highest 
binding affinity, which corresponds to its potent inhibitory activity. 
Compound 5f exhibited the most potent CA II inhibiting activity, and 
DFT and molecular docking studies revealed its electronic properties 
and binding interactions with the enzyme. Furthermore, molecular 
dynamic simulation studies highlight the most significant conclusion 
that compound 5f develops stable interaction with the active pocket 
of CA II. By comparing the MD simulation results with experimental 
data, we confirmed the accuracy and reliability of our computational 
approach, further validating the significance of hydrogen bonds in the 
studied system. Although limitations in the simulation methodology 
exist, careful consideration of these factors was undertaken to ensure 
the validity of the results. Compound 5f has the potential to be further 
optimized as a therapeutic agent for CA II-related diseases. These 
findings contribute significantly to the existing knowledge, paving 
the way for the future development of potent and novel inhibitors 
against carbonic anhydrase II.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Supplementary information contains the NMR spectra of the 
synthesized compounds and is available at http://quimicanova.sbq.
org.br/, as a PDF file, with free access.
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